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In Their Cause, which is the Cause of true Theosophists the World Over

The Theosophical Society is dead. But there are many Theosophists in it who are yet alive. Not knowing the history of the years since 1803-4 that led to its downfall, and not realizing the wide divergence between Theosophy and the present-day versions, they may go the way of the Society unless something be done to prevent it.

It is because an opportunity must be given the earnest student to see the differences between the teachings of Theosophy as re-stated in the 19th century by H.P.B. and those given today; it is because an opportunity must be given the true seeker to know previously obscured facts concerning the great wrong that brought about the Society’s eclipse, that this work of compilation has been undertaken. Those who prefer blind belief to knowledge will have no interest in these pages. But those who seek to know will study them, using the references to find out the facts for themselves and be satisfied whether they are not truths that are here presented.